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LIQUIDATOR'S OPPOSITION TO ACE COMPANIES9 
MOTION TO STRIKE LIQUIDATOR'S OFFERS OF PROOF 

Roger A. Sevigny, Commissioner of Insurance for the State of New Hampshire, as 

Liquidator ("Liquidator") of The Home Insurance Company ("Home"), hereby opposes the 

Emergency Motion of ACE Companies to Strike Liquidator's Offers of Proof and For Sanctions 

and Related Relief. The motion is in the nature of a motion in limine seeking to exclude certain 

paragraphs in the Liquidator's Offer of Proof ("Offer of Proof ') based on New Hampshire Rule 
.: 

of Evidence 408. Those paragraphs involve communications with ACE that explain why the 

Liquidator was very concerned that AFIA Cedents might enter cut-through agreements with 

ACE (ACE asserted such agreements were legitimate) and why commutation with ACE was not 

a viable alternative (negotiations with ACE were not leading anywhere). This evidence is not 

barred by Rule 408, which only limits evidence of statements in compromise negotiations when 

offered to Drove liability. The communications at issue are not being offered for that purpose - 

no claim is being asserted against ACE - but to show the circumstances facing the Liquidator 

that made the Agreement with AFIA Cedents necessary and reasonable. Furthermore, most of 

the challenged statements were not even made in compromise negotiations but during ordinary 

business discussions. The motion accordingly should be denied. 



I. THE CHALLENGED EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBLE BECAUSE IT IS NOT 
.OFFERED FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVING LIABILITY. 

1. In their motion, the ACE Companies seek to exclude evidence of statements and 

conduct during discussions and meetings between representatives of Home (the Liquidator and 

Joint Provisional Liquidators) and of ACE (members of the ACE group of companies, including 

ACE INA Services UK Limited) during September and October 2003. Even assuming, for the 

sake of argument, that all these communications were made in the course of compromise 

negotiations, they are admissible under Rule 408. The Rule only bars evidence of compromise 

negotiations to prove liability or the invalidity of a claim. The issue before the Court on the 

Liquidator's motion for approval of the Agreement with AFIA Cedents is the necessity, 

reasonableness and fairness of that Agreement, not a claim against the ACE Companies. The 

communications that ACE seeks to strike bear directly on the Agreement. If they were not 

admitted into evidence, important aspects of the situation that faced the Liquidator and Joint 

Provisional Liquidators in deciding to pursue an agreement with AFIA Cedents in late October 

2003 would not be before the Court. 

A. Rule 408 Only Limits The Admissibility of Evidence When It Is Offered For 
The Purpose Of Proving Liability. 

2. The ACE Companies seek to exclude this important evidence based on the 

assertion that Rule 408 "provides that information obtained in compromise negotiations is not 

admissible." ACE Motion 7 7. This ignores both the language of the Rule itself and settled New 

Hampshire case law that limits admissibility of such evidence only where it is offered for a 

particular purpose. The Rule provides (in the portions quoted by the ACE Companies) that: 

In any other case, evidence of (1) finishing or offering or promising to furnish, or (2) 
accepting or offering or promising to accept, a valuable consideration in compromising or 
attempting to compromise a claim which was disputed as to either validity or amount, is 
not admissible to Drove liabilitv for or invalidity of the claim or its amount. 



Evidence of conduct or statements made in compromise negotiations is likewise not 
admissible. However, this rule does not require exclusion of evidence otherwise 
admissible merely because it is presented in the course of compromise negotiations. 

Rule 408 (second and third paragraphs) (emphasis added). The Rule thus provides that offers of 

compromise and conduct or statements in compromise negotiations are not admissible if offered 

for the purpose of establishing liability for or invalidity of the claim at issue in the compromise 

negotiations. This is confumed by the fourth paragraph of the Rule, which was omitted by the . 

ACE Companies from their motion: 

This rule does not require exclusion when the evidence is offered for a purpose other than 
the proof of liabilitv for or invalidity of the claim or its amount, such as proving bias or 
prejudice of a witness, negativing a contention of undue delay, or proving an effort to 
obstruct a criminal investigation or prosecution. 

Rule 408 (fourth paragraph). A copy of Rule 408 is attached as Exhibit A. 

3. The New Hampshire Supreme Court addressed this aspect of Rule 408 in Gelinas 

v. Metropolitan Prop. & Liab. Ins. Co., 131 N.H. 154, 166 (1988), where it held that evidence 

concerning settlement negotiations was admissible in a case where the reasonableness of 

settlement positions was at issue. The Court specifically quoted the parts of the second and 

fourth paragraphs of Rule 408 underscored above and added that "As commentators have noted, 

'The exclusionary rule is designed to exclude the offer of compromise only when it is tendered 

as an admission of the weakness of the offering party's claim or defense."' Id., quoting 

McCormick on Evidence 81 2 (3d ed.). Accord Slattew v. Norwood Realtv. Inc., 145 N.H. 447, 

450 (2000). See 2 McCormick on Evidence § 266 at 185 (5' ed. 1999).1 

Federal Rule of Evidence 408 also permits evidence concerning settlement negotiations when offered for a 
purpose other than proving liability for or invalidity of a claim. See 2 Weinstein's Federal Evidence $408.08 at 
408-27 (2d ed. 2005); u., Urico v. Pamell Oil Co, 708 F.2d 852,854 (1" Cir. 1983). 'The federal cases cited by the 
ACE Companies all involved the presentation of evidence of settlement negotiations to show liability of one of the 
negotiating parties, and all involved evidence of settlement negotiations with respect to the matter actually before 
the court. Mclnnisv, A.M.F.. Inc., 765 F.2d 240,247 (1" Cir. 1985) (excluding evidence of release); Carballo- 



B. The Challenged Evidence Is Offered To Show The Situation Facing The 
Liquidator In The Fall Of 2003 And Thus Why The.Agreement Is Necessary, 
Fair And Reasonable. 

4. The statements and conduct are not offered to show any liability on ACE's part 

but to show why the Liquidator approved the Agreement and why it is necessary, fair and 

reasonable. Some of the communications show that ACE viewed direct agreements between 

ACE and AFIA Cedents (which would circumvent the Home liquidation and deprive Home 

creditors of substantial assets) as permissible and that it might enter such agreements. See Offer 

of Proof Tlfi 23 (ACE personnel stated that Unionamerica might seek to ignore Home atyl attempt 

to deal directly with ACE); 24 (Home liquidation personnel express concern over direct dealings 

between ACE and AFIA Cedents but receive only noncommittal responses); 25 (ACE personnel 

raised possibility that ACE could deal directly with AFIA Cedents); 26 (Home liquidation 

personnel state that side deals are inappropriate but ACE personnel refuse to address ACE's 

intentions); 28-29 (ACE does not respond to letter requesting confirmation that ACE will not 

deal directly with AFIA Cedents); 33 (ACE personnel assert direct agreements are permissible, 

citing the NEMGIA decision and counsel's views). These statements and conduct explain (in 

part) why the Liquidator viewed "cut-through" agreements directly between ACE and AFIA 

Cedents as a serious issue that threatened the collection of assets and thus needed to be addressed 

by the Agreement. 

5. Other communications show that ACE was not willing to reach a commutation 

agreement with the Liquidator. See Offer of Proof 32 (meeting among Liquidator, Joint 

Rodriauezv. Clark Eeuip. Co., 147 F. Supp.2d 66'76 (D. P.R. 2001) (excluding letter from counsel seeking 
authorization to settle case); Pierce v. F.R. Tri~ler & Co, 955 F.2d 820,827 (2d Cir. 1992) (excluding evidence of 
defendant's job offer to plaintiff in age discrimination case); Ramada Dev. Co, v. Rauch, 644 F.2d 1097, 1106 (5th 
Cir. 1981) (excluding report prepared by plaintiff as part of settlement negotiations); Blu-J. Inc. v. Kem~er C.P.A. 
G~OUD. 91 6 F.2d 637,642 (1 lth Cir. 1990) (excluding accounting firm's evaluation prepared at request of both 
parties as part of settlement negotiations). They have no bearing here. (Another case cited by ACE does not 
actually involve Rule 408. See Tactical Software. LLC v. D i i  Int'l. Inc., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1883 1, *lo n.3 
@. N.H. 2003) (dicta regarding placement of "Subject to Fed. R. Evid. 408" on letter). 



Provisional Liquidator and ACE to discuss possibility of commutation); 34 (despite follow up 

discussions, ACE did not provide substantive response and discussions did not progress). This 

explains why a resolution with ACE was not an available alternative to an agreement with the 

AFIA Cedents. Indeed, the Court noted in its May 12,2005 Order that discussions of settlement 

options with the ACE Companies "is relevant to whether the Liquidator acted reasonably in 

reaching the agreement at issue." May 12,2005 Order at 4. 

6. The Liquidator is not using the challenged communications for the purpose of 

proving liability for or the invalidity of a claim against ACE by the Liquidator. There is no claim 

against ACE being made here: the only issue before the Court is approval of the Agreement with 

AFIA Cedents. The statements are being offered to explain why the Liquidator approved the 

Agreement with AFIA Cedents and why it is necessary, reasonable and fair. They are admissible 

for that purpose. See 2 Weinstein's Federal Evidence 4 408.08[5] at 408-36 (2d ed. 2005) ("If 

the settlement negotiations and terms explain and are part of another dispute, they must often be 

admitted if the trier is to understand the case."); Broadcort Ca~ital Corn. v. Summa Med. Corn., 

972 Fs2d 1 183, 1194 (loth Cir. 1992) (Rule 408 does not bar evidence of settlement discussions 

that involved a different claim than that at issue in the case). The statements are not being used 

on any question of liability or damages and thus are not excluded by Rule 408.2 

The admissibility of evidence with respect to the necessity, reasonableness and fairness of the Agreement at the 
hearing before this Court on the Liquidator's motion for approval is governed by the New Hampshire Rules of 
Evidence. The ACE Companies do not attempt to explain why English law should apply to this issue, see Affidavit 
of Richard Daniel Hacker Q.C., and admissibility should be governed by the law of the forum. Affirmation of 
Robin Knowles Q.C. fl8-9 (attached as Exhibit C). The ACE Companies' suggestion is particularly inappropriate 
given that the only actual "without prejudice" meeting (that of September 30,2003) was held in New York and 
principally concerned obligations under the Assumption Agreement, which is governed by New York law. Affidavit 
of Jonathan Rosen 8. To the extent English law might be deemed relevant, it does not assist the ACE Companies. 
See Affirmation of Robin Knowles 17 10-1 8, especially fl10(3), (4)-(5), (6), (1 I), 13-1 5. 



11. Most Of The Evidence Attacked In ACE'S Motion Was Not Part Of Compromise 
Negotiations And Therefore IS Not Subject To Rwle 408 In Any Event. 

7. The Court need not address the question whether the challenged communications 

were in fact part of compromise negotiations because they are not being used for a pwpose 

forbidden by Rule408. However, should the Court wish to consider the issue, the Liquidator 

notes that of the evidence challenged in the motion only the statements during the September 30, 

2003 meeting and follow up discussions were part of compromise negotiations. The other 

evidence (concerning the September 16 and 17,2003 discussions) is accordingly admissible 

regardless of Rule 408. See Slattew, 145 N.H. at 450 (&rming admission of evidence 

challenged under Rule 408 because "the discussions did not involve settlement negotiations 

between the parties"). In particular: 

8. Mr. Rosen's routine business meeting with Mr. Durkin on September 16,2003 

(and the other September meetings with Mr. Durkin) were not "without prejudice," although Mr. 

Durkin attempted to designate them as such as part of his overall designation of every discussion 

with Home. Mr. Rosen took issue with those attempted designations. See Affidavit of Jonathan 

Rosen 77 4-5,7 (attached as Exhibit B). The existence of various issues about which there was 

disagreement does not support Mr. Durkin's attempt to render discussion at every routine 

business meeting inadmissible. To even be potentially subject to Rule 408, a discussion must be 

an effort to negotiate a compromise of a dispute; it is not enough that some disputes lurk in the 

background. See Slattew, 145 N.H. at 450. The affidavit proffered by the ACE Companies 

makes no effort to show that the discussions with Mr. Durkin in September 2003 were in fact 

settlement negotiations. Mr. Durkin only states that ACE had a "systematic practice" that 

meetings be "without prejudice" "[blecause it was always clear tome and other ACE 

representatives that the disputes might well lead to litigation." Dwkin Aff. 7 6. This does not 



demonstrate that there were any compromise negotiations going on, only that Mr. Durkin did not 

want to be faced with his statements. 3 

9. h4.r. Rosen's discussion with Barbara Nowak on September 17,2003 (with which 

Mr. Durkin has no personal familiarity, see Durkin Aff. 7 7(i)) took place in the course of 

gathering to go to a meeting with Unionamerica, was not a settlement discussion, and was not 

"without prejudice." See Rosen Aff. 7 6. 

10. The September 26,2003 letter from the Liquidator and Joint Provisional 

Liquidators to the President of Century Indemnity Company (Exhibit 16) was not "without 

prejudice" or part of any compromise negotiations. Rosen Aff. 7 9; Offer of Proof Exhibit 16. It 

was a demand that ACE refrain from entering cut-through agreements. The letter and ACE's 

non-response cannot be characterized as part of settlement negotiations. Cf.. Winchester 

Packaging. Inc. v. Mobil Chemical Co., 14 F.3d 316,319 (7'h Cir. 1994) (a demand for payment 

,. under threat of legal action is not a settlement offer excludable under Rule 408). 

11. The September 30,2003 meeting was stated to be "without prejudice" as it 

concerned negotiations over potential commutation of ACE's liabilities under the Assumption 

Agreement. However, as demonstrated in part I above, the statements and communications at 

the meeting and thereafter (and related materials (Exhibits 17-1 9)) are not being offeredfor any 

prohibited purpose and are therefore admissible under Rule 408. 

12. In sum7 the paragraphs in the Offer of Proof challenged by.ACE clearly contain 

material admissible under the plain language of Rule 408 and the Gelinas decision of the New 

ACE also seeks to exclude an email given to Mr. Rosen by Mr. Durkin (Offer of Proof Exhibit 13) but provides no 
supporting reasons. Contrary to Mr. Durkin's assertions, his act in handing the email (Exhibit 13) to Mr. Rosen 
during the September 16.2003 meeting was not "inadvertent" but purposeful. Rosen Aff. 7 7. Indeed, Mr. Rosen 
understood Mr. Durkin to provide it as a precursor to a further communication alleging that Mr. Rosen had 
interfered with ACE's dealings with AFIA Cedents. @. ACE sent such a letter that day. See Offer of Proof Exhibit 
15 at 3. The email is properly admissible as the disclosure effected a waiver. 



Hampshire Supreme Court. Most of the paragraphs do not even concern compromise 

negotiations that could be the subject of Rule 408. The Liquidator certainly is not knowingly 

seeking to offer inadmissible evidence. The ACE Companies' motion should be denied in its 

entirety. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the ACE Companies' motion should be denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ROGER A. SEVIGNY, INSURANCE 
COMMISSIONER OF THE STATE OF NEW 
HAMPSHLRE, AS LIQUIDATOR OF THE HOME 
INSURANCE COMPANY 

By his attorneys, 

KELLY A. AYO'ITE 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Suzanne M. Goman 
Senior- Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Bureau 
33 Capitol Street 

, Concord, New Hampshire 03301-6397 
(603) 271 -3650 

J. David Leslie 
Eric A. Smith, pro hac vice 
Rackemann, Sawyer & Brewster 
One Financial Center 
Boston, MA 021 1 1 
(61 7) 542-2300 

May 27,2005 



Certificate of Service 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Liquidator's Opposition to ACE Companies' 
Motion to Strike Liquidator's Offers of Proof was sent,'this 27th day of May, 2005, by first class 
mail, postage prepaid to all persons on the attached service list. 

Eric A. Smith 
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Exhibit A 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 

R - 408 R U L ~  OF EVIDENCE 

party was injured in a golf cart accident, volunteered testimony that placing warning signs on 
a cart path were not practical in response to questions on the safety of a cart path at  a golf 
course. MacDonald v. B.M.D. Golf Assocs. (2002) 148 N.H. 582,818 A.2d 488. 

If, on remand, the defendants introduce evidence that back-up alarms interfere with safety 
in some way, then the plaintiff will be allowed to use Rule 407's impeachment exception to rebut 
such evidence; however, the plaintiff should not be permitted to impeach a defense witnese with 
the subsequent modatation evidence if the witness makes an impeachable statement only in 
response to cross-examination by the plaintiff designed to elicit that statement. Cyr v. J.I. 
Case Co. (1994) 139 N.H. 193, 652 A.2d 686. 

a. SMct  liability 
Evidence of subsequent modification will be excluded because of the public policy concern 

that people may not repair their property after an accident if such measures could be llsed 
against them in a lawsuit; such exclusion will apply to both negligence and strict liability cages 
because the eifect of the rule would be the same regardless of the theory of liability. Cyr v. J.I. 
Case Co. (1994) 139 N.H. 198,662 A.2d 686. 

Cited 
Cited in Young v. Clogston (1986) 127 N.H. 340,499 k2d'lOM. 

Rule 408. Compromise and Offers To Compromise 

In  a tort case, evidence of (l).a settlement with or the giving of a release 
or covenant not to sue to or, (2) furnishing or offering or promising to 
furnish or accepting or offering or promising to accept, a valuable 
consideration in compromising a disputed claim with one or more persons 
liable in tort for the same injury to person or property or for the same 
wrongful death shall not be introduced in evidence in a subsequent trial of 
an action against any other tortfeasor to recover damages for the injury or 
wrongful death. Upon the return of a verdict, the court shall inquire of the 
attorneys for the parties the amount of the consideration paid for any 
settlement, release or covenant not to sue, and shall reduce the verdict by 
that amount. 

In any other case, evidence of (1) furnishing or offering or promising, to 
furnish, or (2) accepting or offering or promising to accept, a valuable 
consideration in compromising or attempting to compromise a claim which 
was disputed as to either validity or amount, is not admissible to prove 
liability for or invalidity of the claim or its amount. 

Evidence of conduct or statements made in compromise negotiatiofis is 
likewise not admissible. However, this rule does not require the exclusion of: 
any evidence otherwise admissible merely because it is presented in the 
course of compromise negotiations. 

This rule does not require exclusion when the evidence is offered for a 
purpose other than the proof of liability for or invalidity of the claim or its 
amount, such as proving bias or prejudice of a witness, negativing a 
contention of undue delay, or proving an effort to obstruct a criminal 
investigation or prosecution.-Amended July 1, 1985. 

Hietory 

Amendmente--1986. Inserted "in a tort case" preceding "evidence of (1)" and made other! 
minor stylistic changes in the first sentence of the &st paragraph, and added the second 
paragraph.. 

Federal Rule: Compromise and Offers to Compromise. 
Evidence of (1) furnishing or offering or promising to furnish, or (2) accepting or offering or 

promising to accept, a valuable consideration in compromieing or attempting to compromise a 
claim which was disputed aa to either validity or amount, is not admissible to prove liability for 



Exhibit B 

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

SUPERIOR COURT 

Docket No. 03-E-0106 

In the Matter of the Liquidation of 
The Home Insurance Company 

Al?F'IDAVIT OF JONATHAN ROSEN 

I, Jonathan Rosen, depose and say: 

1. I am the Chief Operating Officer of The Home Insurance Company In Liquidation, a position I 
have held since shortly after the liquidation commenced. Prior to that I was Executive Vice 
President and Reinsurance Counsel of The Home Insurance Company (''Home") and Executive 
Vice President of Risk Enteqnise Management Limited, a third party administrator that, among 
other things, administered the business of Home. In addition, I am an attorney admitted to ;-. 

practice law in New York, Massachusetts and South Mca.  

2. I make this Affidavit with respect to the May 9,2005 Affidavit of Michael Durlcin (the "Durkin 
Affidavit?') submitted in support of the Fhergency Motion of ACE Companies To Strike 
Liquidator's Offers of Proof And For Sanctions and Related Relief. I have also reviewed the 
paragraphs in and exhibits to the Liquidator's April 28,2005 Offer of Proof (the "Offer of 
Proof') cited in the Durkin Amdavit. Unless otherwise stated below, this affidavit is based on 
my personal knowledge. I address the principle assertions made in the Durkin Affidavit below. 
If1 have not addressed an assertion, however, that should not be construed as agreement with it. 

-3. At paragraph 2 of the Durkin Affidavit, Mr. Durkin asserts that each and every communication 
made at meetings and discussions between the Liquidator andlor the Joint Provisional Liquidators 
of the Home UK Branch (the "JPLs") and the ACE group of companies that were referred to in 
the Offer of Proof (as well as the other communications addressed in the Durkin Affidavit) were 
preceded with the condition that the discussions were "without prejudice" and under a 111 
reservation of rights. Furthermore, at paragraph 6 of the Durkin Affidavit, Mr. Durkin asserts 
that there was a systematic practice by him and others at ACE INA Services U.K. Limited that 
any meetings or discussions held with Home or its Liquidator or the JPLs would be expressly 
"without prejudice" and that at one meeting in England during the second half of 2003 1 
commented that it was no longer necessary for ACE to use the '%thout prejudice" caveat, 
because that was mderstood (albeit that despite such purported acknowledgement by me, ACE 
continued that policy). 

4. While it is true that Mr. Durkin preceded every meeting and discussion with me with the 
comment that he construed our communications to be "without prejudice" and under a 111 
reservation of rights, it is incorrect for Mr. Durkin to assert that I understood and acknowledged 
that premise so as to forever shield the entire content of such communications h m  disclosm in 
any legal proceedings. Rather, on a number of occasions when Mr. Durkin expressed his 
"caveat" (including those communications involving Mr. Durkin referenced in the Offer of 
Proof), I merely noted that I heard what he said, that the concept of "without prejudice" 
communications'had a defined legal meaning, driven by the rules regarding admissibility of the 



communications at issue, and that I would only accept a "without prejudice" premise with respect 
to communications specifically aimed at the compromise of disputed matters as they related to 
establishing ACE'S liability therefor. . 

5. Indeed, on numerous occasions I expressed fhtration with Mr. Durkin's attempt to unilaterally 
designate all communications with ACE as "without prejudice" because not only did I construe 
the caveat as a sweeping hollow s t a h m t ,  but I did not lcnow how it was supposed to apply 
within the context of a routine business meeting (such as the September 16,2003 meeting to 
discuss open issues). That was my expressed rationale to him when I advised him that it was not 
necessary for him to utter those words as a predicate to every one of our discussions because I 
knew that he took the position that everythmg he breathed in Home's direction was "without 
prejudice" fiom his perspeztive, that he was never forthcoming or committal in any event, and 
that the fact that he made the utterance did not necessarily give it any legal effect. 

6. The discussion with Barbara Nowak r e f d  to in paragraph 7(i) of the Durkin Affidavit and 
paragraph 23 of the Offer of Proof was not "without prejudice," even withm Mr. Durkin's view of 
the world. Mr. Durkin appears to incorrectly assume that the discussion took place at the meeting 
with representatives of Unionamerica Insurance Company ("Vnionmerica"). In fact, the 
discussion took place while standing at Ms. Nowak's dak at the offices of ACE INA Services, 
where I had gone to meet Ms. Nowak so she could accompany me (at my invitation) to the 
meeting at Unionamerica's offices. Ms. Nowak was the person at ACE INA Services responsible 
for handling the Unionamerica account and one of the issues to be discussed with Unionanlerica 
was its withdrawal of all claims submissions involving Home UK Branch business. While ' 
standing at Ms. Nowak's desk, I asked her why she thought Unionamexica had withdrawn its 
claims and she mponded that Unionamerica might seek to ignore Home in the claims 
submission process and attempt to enter into a side deal with ACE. There was absolutely no 
"without prejudice" intimation with respect to that discussion. I was alarmed by Ms. Nowak's 
response because during my meeting with Mr. Durkin the preceding day I had asked for a 
commitment that ACE would not do side deals with AFL4 Cedents and his response, as reflected 
in my meeting notes attached as Exhibit 14 to the Offer of Proof, was noncommittal. 

7. For the reasons set forth in paragraph 4 above, the September 2003 meetings refexred to in 
paragraph 7 (ii) of the Durkin Aadavit and paragraphs 24-26 of the Offer of Proof cannot be 
construed as being "without prejudice" in accordance with Mr. Durkin's unilateral designation as 
such With respect to the email referred to in fl25 of and attached as Exhibit 13 to the Offer of 
Proof, Mr. Durkin handed it to me at the conclusion of the September 16,2003 meeting where, to 
my slnprise (given that I had invited ACE to attend all pertinent meetings that I was conducting 
with AFIA Cedents during the course of my h d o n  sojourn and had been completely 
forthcoming on the substance of those meetings), Mr. Durkin advised me that ACE believed that I 
was interfering in ACE's dealings with AFIA Cedents and that ACE's counsel would be 
communicating with the Liquidator in that regard. I construed his handing to me of the email to 
be reflective of what would be forthcoming and, indeed, a letter dated September 16,2003 
(included in M b i t  15 to the Offer of Proof) was sent by ACE's counsel to Clifford Chance (the 
JPLs' counsel) alleging my interfiience. That letter was responded to by Clifford Chance in a 
letter dated September 29,2003, attached hereto as Exhibit "A", detailing the reasons why such 
alleged interference had not occurred. In any event, Mr. Durkin's act in handing me theemail 
was not inadvertent but purposeful. 



8. As stated in paragraph 32 of the Offer of Proof, the September 30,2003 meeting (which was not 
attended by Mr. Durkin) referred to in pamgmphs 32-34 of the Offer of Proof and in paragraph 7 
(iii) of the DurIdn Affidavit was stated at the beginning to be "without prejudice." This was 
because the purpose of the meeting was to discuss potential commutation (i.e., compromise) of 
ACE's obligations under the Assumption Agreement attached as Exhibit 3 to the Offer of Proof. 

. The Assumption Agreement provides at 710 that it is governed by the laws of the Stiate of New 
York, and the meeting took place at Home's offices at 59 Maiden Lane, New York, New York 
The c o d c a t i o n s  made at that meeting and referred to in the Offer of Proof (as well as the 
others referred to in the Offer of Proof and in the ACE motion) are not being used in a manner 
inconsistent with the opening statement. They are not included in the Offer of Proof to establish 
liability qn ACE's p a ~ t  in relation to a claim against ACE, but rather bear on the necessity, 
reasonableness and fairness of the Agreement with AFIA Cedents, which is the sole issue 
presently before the Court. 

9. The Durkin Affidavit at paragraph 7 (iv) also refers to paragraphs 21 and 28 of the Offer of Proof. 
The challenged portions of these paragraphs only refer back to meetings and discussions 
addressed above (and other mattem which Mr. Durkin does not contend were "without 
prejudice'') and do not.require separate response. For the sake of clarity, however, I note that the 
letter fiom the Liquidator and Joint.Provisiona1 Liquidator to Century dated September 26,2003 
described in Paragraph 28 of and attached as Exhibit 16 to.the Offer of Proof was not part of any 
compromise negotiations. - 

I Jonathan Rosen 

Sworn to before me this 1 Q day of May, 2005 
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OX 1491 20 CANARY WHAW 3 
wriw.cllllordchnnoe.oom 

FAX COUNTRYIIIUHBER 

020 7296 2000 

COPY TO 

G. H. Hughes1 Ms Sarah Ellis 
Brnst & Young 
J. Rosen Esql P Benglesdorf Bsq 
~ o m e  Insurance ~ompriny- 

DATE 

29 September 2003 

PIUSE SEZ ATTACHED 

YOU 00 NOT RECfW8 LtOI8l.e COPlm OP ALL tn6 p*8BS P m B E  N O W  US IWe0UTEI.Y BY T I L E P W E  
W'IEWLQN smo) tusx OR pw.  u m ~ a e  AND MY A ~ ~ M ; H ~ ~ P ( T S  ARE OONFIOPCTUL r)(o SENT FOR me 
W~SOMU ATENTION OF mi AODRESSSC(S). me MESSA~E MAY CONTAW w m A n w  WHICH IS CO*RED BY 
LEQK P R O F E 9 9 ~ K  OR WnEn PRIvILEOL. 



C L l  F . F O R D  

C H A N C E  

YOUR RESRDICE w RWLY WWE ~ U O T ~  

FlPJW11531445.01 DJS/H2164/OOW3 

TEL +44 (D)00 7096 1000 
PAX a44  (0)20 1090 bS66 
DX 1 U1;LO CANARY WHARF * 
~ * * . ~ l l t l ~ f d c h & n ~ . c w \  

LFor the atteation oft J. ESamMw Bq I P. WWnson BBQ 
, . 

.Deal Sirs 

Re : Home 1.n-cc Crnrpki. ; the &sumpdon AgpemW dated 31 JmuqCV 2984 ' 

We thank you for ywr letter dated 16 -, which .we have diissed with 
ptwisional liquidators as weU.as with Jmathaa . , 

We do not accept that thet~ bas bctn any 'Wnrdap' by Mr Rosen in mlatiw to 
mattats which c4uld in any way be said to prejudice or othcrwh interfen wlrh the futtd011~ 

w h ' i  ACB is obliged m perfma, whccher as nm-off manages or as reinsurer. Dsaliag with 
ltre wiAc inaances wbbh you CLW, we would annment as follows (fo11wlng y m  
aunlbeKlng): 

1- Home lmumcc b- Meed notifled -na and Wuntembrme that any 
plnportad-oatbtirpattto-fb611tnaties~caasLtia3bcab&of' 
uie anwry , m o ~ ~ ~ o p o n  cmmqmtb by W N a w  Hampshirt. 
liquklabn wds. Peter FkmgWdotf, the Special Llqyidatgr of Hame Z a s m .  
~ t a ~ t w o R u r r y p a o l ~ ( v i r ~ ~ N e w H a m p s l z l r a ~ ) ~ ~  

.terms on 14 ~ ~ 2 0 0 3 . ~ M t ~ m t t ' ~ d a e  t a a r a ~ ~  pool members in 
b K h  on Ftidsy, 12 Sapkmbm, he reitma4 this poht to those 
qmentativts. HOWCYF. tbb in m way cuw c~.roas a@hg whkh ACE is dotag on 
~ o n w  hlwame's behalf in k pandiag atbhtion: the mtatorium hp08d by the 
Liquidation order is an umvofdable k q  MI Benglesdorf and Mr Rosen watt -rely 

these pool meavbtrP of that hQ In ublldag. Bs impact of rhe rnorarorillta in 
no way h t t d b t ~ ~ ,  or .is inrururi*t.-nt. with the avoidance aIgument which ACB is 
~ ~ o n K O I t l : ~ ~ W ~ ~ p c l d l o g e r b l a a t i r m . T I a e m o m r i u m i a a  
' ~ ~ f o r w r r d ' l w a r i r r q o n ~ ~ , ~ r h e a v o ~ a r g r l m c n r  



is being assctrtd by Home Insmum and saks to  avo^ t h e t t ~ o s  ab initio. These arc 
w w y  c o n s ~ m  positions.. 

2. Ths discusdon which Mr Rosbn had with Agrippii concerning inspection ,of ACE'S 
~tcords did not cut aams my pith which ACE had adbped on Home I n s m ' s  
behalf in the context of the arbltradon. 'lhey related m differtM issue. In a& event, 
Mr Ram had discussii the *eek before b t  with M k  D u b  of ACE on &is ism 
and we undusrand that Mr DurkIn hss agnad to pennit Agrippina to carry out cb6 
~ ~ w h i c h h a d ~ ' u e d e r ~ ~ d w l t h ~ r ~ e n d l h a t ~ ~ n o l a n g b t ~  
i=ua between our &m. 

3. MX Rosa has had only one mcdng with r ccdant to dimus commtaW that was 
qirhEQuitas~adtdokphop~edabsday17-2003;~hiswssafolbwdnto 
~ l l o w l ~ - ~ , ~ ~ b e M r c e n ~ b m o L n s \ l ~ a n d M ~ ~ ~  
Icladan to the busint#l ceded by Home 'inmuam  to.^^ on its US book - ic non: 
M ; L A . ~ 1 t L t n r e , P l a t ~ b a e o y b b b t o ~ o a o d w o l P t o ~ ~ ~ ~ u t s t i o n ? f ~  
WWs 4 drtms,agalnst Home hmuawi on ttae APIA business. H m W .  h4.r 
bsak hap hot o c @ d  W any disarseb wlth Equitab about Including tbe A m  ilsms 
in the urmmutation already under negotiation, 0 t h  thaa, to Join issue with Equitas oa 
how set-off of bfdmces onthose ~tems*w&*fvls  US bookttems. 



THE STATE OF NEW IIAMPSIIIRF, 

MJ3RRlMAcK, SS. SUPERIOR COURT 

Docket No. ME4106 

In the Matter of the Liquidation of 

TheHameIIaumceCanpany 

AFFIRMATION OF ROBIN KNOWLE8 QC 

IN RELATION TO THE EMERGENCY MOTION OF ACE COMPANIIB TO STRII(E 

LIQUIDA'IOR'S OFFERS OF PROOF 

I, ROBIN KNOTKLES, one of Her Majesty's Counsel, of 3-4 South Qme, Gray's Inn, 
London, England, hereby afiinn and say: 

1. I arm a member of the English Bar admitted to practice law in England. As a manber 
of the English Bar, I am qualified to advise and express an opinion on Bnglish Law. 

2. I have an Honours Degree in Law from the University of Cambridge. I have been in 
practice at the English Bar since 1984, and specialise in commercial, financial and 
-bushem law. including imolvemy law. 

3. In 1999 I was appointed Queen's Counsel. I sit as a Recorder (a part time judge) in the 
Crown Court. I am a of the H-le Sociay of the Middle Temple, the 
Treasurer of the Clmmer~:ial Bar Assac- in England and Wales and the Vice. 
C h a i i  of the Pm Born Unit of the Bar of Bngland and Wales. 

4. I appeared before the B q g l i  High Cwrt an the application for an order placing The 
. Home Inswance Campany ("the Campany") into provisianal liquidation. 

5. I have reviewed the Second Affidavit of Richard Hacbr Q.C.. 



6. In l i t  of the Second Afffdavit of Mr Hacker Q.C. I have been asked by Cr 

i 
(21 

Chance to give my opinion on the principles of Bnglii ~ a w  that would be applied 
an English Court to a dctemhatkm. of the following question, namely whether, 
reference to the 'without prejudice' rule. UE stntements and materials referred to in 
Durkin's Affidavit of 9th May 2005 were admissible in these particular proceedings G 
(i.e. the motion dated 11 February 2004 by the Liquidator for approval of agreement 
and compromise with AHA Cedents). 

7. I refer further below to the publk policy foundation for the 'without prejudii' rule and 
the contractual bas'i for such a rule. However I should make one preliminary 
0 k ~ a t i 0 n .  I 

8. This is tbat, in my opinion, where the public policy foundation for the rule (rather than 
a contractual basis) is in issue, the English Court would view the question of 
admissibility of the statements and materials in these particular proceedings as a 
question for determination under the law of the forum (i.e. the State of New 
Hsmpshire) rather than English Law. 

9. As Lord Justice Chadwick obscwed in Pruhtlal Ammanee Co Ltd v Pru&nthl 
Inaorance Co of America [2003] EWCA Civ 1154 at paragraph [23]: \ 
"... it i s impo~t to~ inmind~t theru le inBngland-  insofar as it isbasedon 
public policy - has evolved in response to the need to balance two different public interests. 
"namely the public intenst in promoting settlements and the public interest in full 

discovery between parties to litigatim" - see the observation of Lord Griffiths in Rush v 
TompkLus [1989] AC 1280,1300A-B). The latter interest is a reflection of the principle 
that trials should be conducted on the basii of a full unde-, by botfi parties and the 

ccnut, of the facts relevant to the issues in dispute. The 'without prejudice' rule has to be 
seen as encroolching upon that principle. The jwhfhtb  for such encroachment, in the 
eyes of tbe Englii coma, has been the greater public interest fn promoting settlements. 
But it would be insular not to mgnise that courts in other jurisdictiom might think - or 
might be required by l@lation to accept - that a different balance should be sttuck; and 
arrogant to seek to impose on the coaduct of litigation in other jurWctions a rule which is 
based on our own perception of where the gnakr public interest h." 

The "without preijndSeel' rule the priudplea 

10. Subject to that preliminary observation, my opinion can be stated in the following 
propositions, derived from the authorities referred to: 

(1) "Tbe 'without p r e j d i '  rule is a rule governing the admissibility af 
evidence": Lord Wffiths in Rwh & Tompkh Wmfted v Greater London 
Cormdl (19891 AC 1280 at 1299D. 



(2) The firer foundadon of the rule is "upon the public policy of encouraging 
litigants to settle their diffemres rather than litigate them to a flnE8hW: Lord 
Griffiths in Rush & Tompkin6 Lfmited v Gma&r London Council [I9891 
AC 1280 at 1299D. 

(3) "The public policy justification, in truth. essentially rests on the desirability of 

-1 preventing statemnb or offers made in the course of negotiations for 
settlemi being brctught before the court of lr&l as admissions on the question 
of liability.": Lord Justice (later Lord) Oliver in Cutb v Head [I9841 Ch 290 
at 306, approved by Lord Griffitb in RIM& & TompldPs Llmfted v Greater 
London Council [I9891 AC 1280 at 1299F-G. 

(4) The rule " .. . has no application unless some person is in dispute or negotiation 
with another, and terms are offered for the settlement of the dispute or 
negotiation ..." : single judgment of the Court of Appeal in In re Daintry 
[I8931 2 QB 116 at 199, cited with apparent approval by Lord Justice (now 
Lord) Robert Walloer in Unilever plc v The Procter & Gamble Co [ZOO01 1 
W R  2436 at 2447E-2448C. 

Ql (5) For the ~ l e  to apply the negotiations must be ",.. genuinely aimed at 
Bettlement ... ": Lord Griffiths in Rush & Tompkins Limited v Greater 
'hndoa Corndl [I9891 AC 1280 at 1299G. 

(6) ". .. the application of the rule is not dependent upon the use of the phrase 
'without prejudice' ..." : Lord Grif6ths in Rush & Tompldns Ldmlted v 
Greater London Council [I9891 AC 1280 at 12998. "... 'without prejudice' 
is not a label which can be used indiscriminately so as to immunise an act 
from its nonnal legal consequences, where there is no genuine dispute or 
negotiation": Lord Justice (now Lord) Robert Walker in Unilever plc v The 
Pro* & Gamble Co 120001 1 WLR 2436 at 2448A-B. 

(7) "A competent solicitor will always head any negotiating correspondence 
'without prejudice' to make clear beyond doubt that in the event of the 
negotiations being u n s ~ s f u l  they are not 'referred to-at the subsequent 
trial.": Lord Griffiths in Rush & TompLIns L b h d  v Greater London 
Council [I9891 AC 1280 at 129W [the emphasis by underlining the word 
"negotiating" is my emphasis]. Failure, over a long period of time, to add the 
caption 'without has bean considered to be "plainly .. . a matter of 
signif-": Lord Justice Chadwick in Prudential Aswrnme Co Ltd v 
Pru- Iowrranee Co of America [#Xn] BWCA Civ 1154 at paragraph 
m. 

(8) However: 
8' 

"The mere fact of heading a btkr 'without pnjudke' Ss not in the least decisive 
as to wklher or not the lettex is in fact privileged. The privilege exists in order 
to encourage bma fkk attempts to negotiate a settlement of an action and if (fie 



\ 
*go$ 

letter is not writfen to initiate or COpdiaJe WlCb a bona W at&mpt to effect a w ~ Q  

settlement it will not be ptotected by privilege. But, conversely, if it is written in w 
the mse of such a bona Me attempt, it will be covered by privilege, and the 17 
absence of any heading or refe@m in the letter to show it is written without 04' 

prejudice will not be fatal. ": 

Mr Jllstice Drake In MgWs Stores Group Ud v Thames Televi6i011 pk [I9931 
1 All BR 349 at 3%-e. \ 

(9) " . . . as a general rule, the 'without prejudice' rule renders inadmissible in any 
subsequent litigation connected with the same subject matter proof of any 
admissions ma& in a @he attempt to reach a settlement.": Lord Oriffiths 
in Rneb & Tompkh L$nited v GFeateF Loadon Council [I9891 AC 1280 \ 

(10) The rule "is not absolute" and there are exceptions to it: Lord Griffiths in 
Rush & TompLiPs Limited v Gmter London Cuuncil [I9891 AC 1280 at 
1300B-G; Lord Justice (now Lord) Robert Walker in Unllever plc v The 
Procter & Gamble Co [2000] 1 WLR 2436 at W - 2 4 4 5 H .  "Many of the 
alleged exceptions to the rule will be found on analysis to be cases in which 
the relevance of the cmmunicaticm lies not in the mth of any fact which it 
asserts or admits, but simply in the fact that it was made. ": Lord Justice (now 
Lord) Hoffmann in Muller v Linsley & Morthner 30 November 1994. 

(11) Thus, an exception to the rule arises, or the rule has no application, where 
material is sought to be referred to "not for the purpose of diminishing the 
protection afforded to [a pany] for any admissions that they may have made, 
but for the purpose of proving what they did": Lord Justice kggatt in Mnller 
v Linsley & Mortimer 30 November 1994 (a case concerned with discovery 
or disclosure of documents). "Ihe public policy aspect of the rule is not ... 
amerned with the admissibility of statements which are relevant otherwise 
than as admissions, i.e. i n d e n t l y  of the truth of the facts alleged to have 
been admitted. ... the public policy rationale is ... directed solely to 
admissions . ..": Lord J& (now Lord) Hoffmann in MuUer v Liasley & 
Mortimer 30 November 1994. 

(12) The situation where the issue befm the Court is 'whether [a party] had acted 
reasonably to mitigate his loss in his conduct and conclusion of negotiations 
for the compromise of proceedings brought by hbn against [third parties]" is 
an example of the operation of the exception referred to at (1 1): Lord Justice 
(now Lord) Robert Wallcer in Unilever pk v The p1.octer & Gamble Co 
[U)OO] 1 WLR 2436 at 2445B summarising and categorising Mailer v Linaley 
& Mortimer within the exceptions to the rule. 

(13) There is a 8 ~ ~ 0 n d  "basis or foudation' for the ~ l e ,  namely Y..  .e express 
or implied agreement of the parties themselves that communications in the 
course of their negotiatiom should not be admissible in evidence if, despite the 



n~gOthbml a amtested h e m  ensues.": Lord Justice (now Lord) Robe* 
Walker in U&m pk v The Proettr & Gabble Co [20001 1 WLR 2436 at 
24421). 

(14) The public policy foundation for the rule & the contractual basis for the rule 
are "distinct bases": ~ ~ r d   ust tic^ ~ h a d w i c ~  tn pnrtjcatbl- Co Ltd 
v h h t b d  bmrauce Co of America [ m ]  m C A  CN 1154 at 
[2 I.] . 

(IS) As regards the question whether an "implied agreement" made out such as 
to establish ttK contractual basis, it has coosidered in the premt context 

to be "no[tI . . . in doubtm b t  ". . . an irrplied contract I.. . is one imposed by 
law on the parties wben they have not themselves conscio~sly ixldressed the 
issue it governs'; ... 'is the law's omtive of what they are 
deemed to have intendad, ar, from the surrormding c i r c m ' ;  and 
[requires an answer to the questi0~1 whether] the c- in which the 
h'ters were wrltten obJectfve1y require such an agreement to be implied-'": 
Lord Justice Chadwick in p r a a  m- Co Ltd v Prudential 
- ~ e  Co of America [u)(n] Civ 1154 at P W ~ P ~  [2511 
accept@! ~ropositions formulated iu argument. 

11. Mr Hacker Q.C. refers at paragraph 8 of hi Second Affidevit to what be terms 
general rulen, and says that this "can be simply mtedw. I appreciate that MI Hacker 
Q.C. goes on to develop his treatment in mhquem m h s .  But as will be clear 
from the propositions set out above in my view, and wia respect, ~r -1 Q-C.'s 
statement of a "general rulen at paragraph 8 does aptwe some of (important) 
kames of the rule and its precise application. 

AP* the p r k i p h  

12. I am not in a position to pass comment the accuracy of M~ ~ ~ r k l n ' s  Affidavit, or of 
any evidence that may be filed in support of or in answer to it. Nor is it useful for me 

make assumptions about what accurate or -ate. These are matters 
for he  Court seized of the -, sad are of fact (or, in the case of 
implid ag-nt, of objective assessment) rather than law. 

13. However, on the basis of the propositio~ set above, I am able to eXPreS the 
opinion that the key issues of fact that would fall to be determid, on an mmhtion 
by an Eqlbh Court of the evi-, in my opiaian m or include the following: 

(1) Was there a dispute or negotiation, with terms for the settlement of the 
dispute or negotiation? 

.(2) Were the sOatements or materials the subject of the BmergencY blotion the 
ACE Compaoies part of the negotiations? 

(3) Were the negothti0118 genuinely aimed at dement? 



(4) Is the Liquidator's Motion connected with the same subject 
negodadons? 

(5) Does the Lidator 's  Motion involve proof of any admissions made in 
negotiations? 

(6) In this connection, does the relevance of the StfikIIEnt or materid lie in th 
tnnh of any fact which it asserts or admits or in the fact that it was made or 
exists (i.e. is it the case that the statement or material is sought to be used not 
for the purpose of diminishing the protection afforded to a party for any 
admissions that they may have made, but for the purpose of proving what they 
did)? \ 19. ( 

0 Was there an express agreement of the parties that communications in the 
course of their negotiations should not be admissible fn evidence if, despite the \ s,g* 

negodations, a conteatcd hbariag emed? 

(8) Was there an implied agreement of the parties to that effect? \ 
14. Mr Hacker Q.C. offers the view in the closing paragraph (paragraph 21) of his Second 

AfMavit that "...if an English court (applying English law) was presented with 
unconwvertod e v i W  as set forth in the Durkin Affidavit, it would conclude that the 
statements and maherials to which Mr Dwkin leks  in paragraph 7 of the Durkin 
Affidavit, are not admissible in evidence in any dispute or litigation to which the Ace 
Companies are parties." It will be clear from my treatment of the applicable principles, 
and of the questions to which tbose principles give rise, that a conclusion of this 
breadth (" ... not admissible in evidence in any dispute or litigation to which the Ace 
Companies are parties . . . ") could not be drawn. 

15. Further (and whilst I do not understand the Durki Affidavit in fact to be 
unumwverted) even as- the Durkin ARMavit did present unwntroverted 
evidence, it does not provide all b t  a Court needs to lalow or coneider in order to 
undertake the close and careful enquiry required by the applicable principles and to 
answer the questions to which those principles give rise. Were it the Eaglish Court that 
was considering the matter (which it is not, and see also the point made in the section 
above entitled "Preliminary observation") the English Court moreover would need to 
consider not simply the statements or materials and theiu precise circumstances, but 
also the nature of the JJquidator's Motion (a procedure that is not an English law 
procedure). In any event it is, a my mind, for a Court, not an expert, to undertake the 
enquiry, assisted (where the applicable principles are those of a foreign law) by expert 
evidence on what the applicable priociples are and to what questions they give rise. 

16. 1 should turn to one fmal point. At paragraph 7(ii) of Mr Durkin's Affidavit, Mr 
Durkin stata that " Liiidator has obtalncd Wvertent access to .. . attorneyclient 
information [previously referred to by Mr Durkin as "an attorney-client 
communication"] ". . 



, .The principles that would be applied by the English Court to deannine whether a 
document a#racts legal professional privikge, and the approach the English Court 

- .would take if there had been inadvertent access to such a document, are not matters 
within the 'without prejudii' rule but attract tbeu own body of law and authority. 

18. A development of that body of law and authority would be outside the scope of this 
. opinion. But I cannot, with respect, share Mr Hacker Q.C.'s approach of treating this 

c o ~ t i o n  as falling to be considered under the 'without prejudice' rule alongside 
everything else. 

Co- of opinion 

19. The opinions expressed in this Affirmation are my own, and represent my true opinion 
on tbe points under consideration. 

Sigmd u m k  the pemliks ofperjury this 27th day of May 2005. 

Executed at Lmdon, England 

on 27th May 2005 

i Robin Knowlea Q.C. --- L4:- K--L - 


